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Fall

Leaves of golden, auburn, and brown fall down to the earth
Cold winds come blowing them all over

Gabe Daniels
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WinTer

Blizzards spread snow through the streets. A snowflake 
more fragile than glass floats down.

Gabe Daniels
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aDvenTure

When we were young
We had many adventures, you see
But by now
Our adventures are far from reach.

Cierra Davisson
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have a niCe Day

Soon this poem will end
But I have one thing to say,
I hope you have a beautiful day

Cierra Davisson
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inToXiCaTe Me

Your silken lips
Are toxic

To the touch
Of tranquility

Kayla szalay
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Devil’s TeMPTaTion

Blade
Her only friend

Why would she play with the devil?
Because no angel would help her

Kayla szalay
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PeoPle WonDer

All that was ever there
was music

Yet people wonder 
Why he’s so anti-social

Taylor TeGarT
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all you hear

All you hear — the bass of music
The rev of the Chevelle
The kids playing
Pit-bulls barking at strangers

Taylor TeGarT
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*

I thought,
I have an ocean of
friends.
But then, they started disappearing.

MiChael Walsh
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*

I thought 
I would always have enough time
To read books.
But I was wrong.

MiChael Walsh
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roses

Roses are red and violence blue
My eyes can only see the world in
Violent colors of red & blue

arianna KraMer
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*

Hold hands, try to capture our dreams
Like clouds floating by on a ship of dreams
It just brings pain

arianna KraMer
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oXiDaTion

Singing androids topped with smiling masks
Licking brittle bleached bones

They taste like rusted lies
Spilling from your disgusting lips

elizabeTh MCelDery
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My oCeans

Polluted oceans fill your mind
Smiling in the background

A tuetuit shark sings his song
And then you were mine

elizabeTh MCelDery
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eaCh Day

Timeless and true
Twenty-four hours pass by
No one really implies the truth
Time flies

JasMine vienGKhaMvilay
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only

Only if
         If I could I would
                         I would fall
                                       Fall for you

JasMine vienGKhaMvilay
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beauTy

Where I’m from
the trees are always green, lush,
Honeysuckles smell like sugar,

A million white dots in the grass.

oWen sTuDer
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FlyinG

Snowboarding, like surfing and skateboarding.
Sledding over the surfaces,

Ready to go fast.
On the snow, the board disappears.

oWen sTuDer
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*

The world is like a canvas
Some are dull, some magnificent

ruben Ponz
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*

I can’t go on your website because the computer is bust, but 
here you go … such and such.

ruben Ponz
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enDless

It’s deep here, dark, endless
Don’t know where I began,

Not sure where I’ll end
All I see are stars.

Taylar bryDen
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*

When you’re by yourself, do you feel alone?
Does loneliness eat you alive?

I hide inside myself.
Don’t find me.

Taylar bryDen
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yin anD yanG

Balanced, we push and pull
attack and defend.
Eluding our will
Smack. Crack … Nothing

Daniel WonGWai
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enouGh

We are the same
Yet you see nothing but aliens?
Look in this mirror you refuse to see

Daniel WonGWai
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oDe1

Bacon is tasty
Bacon is fine
If I had my way
I’d eat it all the time

Gary ForD
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PiCTure PoeM

Palm trees blown over cloudy skies
Chairs are empty on the beach
No one is there

Gary ForD
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*

Fuzzy boots, scarves and wool
Comfy feeling of the fire in my home
Heat from the wood stove
Fall.

Kaylene ChrisTensen
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True love

It’s between two people
Something you could never forget,
Ever

eMily neWberG
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WinTer

The coldest season
Yet still the warmest of them all
By far

eMily neWberG
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*

The birds are silent,
and the trees whisper in the cold darkness.
I am alone, or so I thought.

XanDria CoonroD
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*

today was better than yesterday
so is tomorrow going to be better than that?
or worse than the day before.

XanDria CoonroD
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TaKinG over The WorlD

Microsoft is one of
the biggest computer
making companies
in the world.

JorDan heDGes
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a Man’s DreaM

Chevrolet is one of the best
the greatest looking trucks
In the USA.

JorDan heDGes
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The cover art for this issue is by Xandria Coonrod, who is also a featured poet in this issue. Xandria, age seven-
teen, lives in a small mill town called Camas, Washington. She is an aspiring artist, singer, writer, and musician. 
She loves to write songs and poetry, hoping someday to pursue it as a career.

Taylar Bryden is sixteen years old; she goes to Hayes Freedom High School. She is in love with her cat Max. 
Her boyfriend Joshua is her best friend. She loves sweaters and baseball games.

Kaylene n. ChrisTensen is a Junior at Hayes Freedom High School. She enjoys cars, friends, adventures, DQ 
blizzards, and a good time. She’s looking forward to graduating and being a cop, making decent money.

GaBriel daniels is fifteen years old. He attends Hayes Freedom High School in Camas, Washington. He has 
dark brown hair and brown eyes, and loves arts and crafts, including crochet. He is nice.

Cierra davisson, a student, who lives in Washington State, loves poetry and reading. She runs a blog and likes 
to watch Netflix. She loves to go outside and look through the woods.

Gary Ford is fifteen years old. He loves to ride four-wheelers and bikes. And he likes wrenching.

Jordan hedGes lives in Camas, Washington and goes to Hayes Freedom High School. He is eighteen years of 
age and likes trucks and computers. CO
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arianna Kramer is sixteen years old and goes to Hayes Freedom High School. She likes to read books on a 
rainy day and get cozy on the couch with a blanket.

elizaBeTh mCeldery is a young mind sworn to the truth of telling lies. Fourteen years of age. Dislikes systems 
but fails without them. Attends Hayes Freedom High School. Loves winter but hates the runny noses.

emily newBerG is a sophomore at Hayes Freedom High School in Camas, Washington. She is an accomplished 
artist and nice person.

ruBen Ponz is an eighteen year old from California who likes rap music, reggae, and drawing.

owen sTuder attends Hayes Freedom High School. He lives on Livingston Mountain. He has brown hair and 
brown eyes. He enjoys snowboarding, making things explode, crushing things, and burning just about every-
thing in sight.

Kayla szalay has struggled with depression and anxiety. Poetry has become her way to escape and show 
how she feels through words. She is only fourteen, and lives alone with her mother and Shih Tzu.

Taylor TeGarT is from Hayes Freedom High School in Camas, Washington. He likes Chevys, Hondas, Subarus, 
and Lamborghinis. He loves street racing with the music blaring.

Jasmine vienGKhamvilay lives a few minutes away from Portland, Oregon. She enjoys waking up a quarter 
past seven to watch the sunrise and have morning coffee to get her day going.
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miChael walsh goes to Hayes Freedom High School in Camas, Washington. He likes video games and Mad Libs.

daniel wonGwai lives in Vancouver and is a student who has trouble writing poems and stories and loves to 
play table tennis.
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Four and Twenty is an online poetry journal focused on short form poetry. We specifically seek out fresh and 
emerging voices to include in the journal. Our guidelines are simple. All poems must be four lines or fewer in 
length and contain no more than twenty words (hence, Four and Twenty). 
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